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Role modeling is the process by which a learner observes a clinical teacher to develop and refine his or her practice. Compared to other learning methods, role modeling is inherently student driven and may occur with or without the clinical teacher’s awareness.1,2 Perhaps this is why learners often experience poor role modeling behaviors,2 and clinician teachers struggle to identify role modeling opportunities.3 Although role modeling is traditionally considered a passive or implicit learning method, newer evidence suggests clinical teachers can transform the role modeling process into a more explicit teaching method to enhance the development of their learners.2,4

IMPORTANCE

Clinical teachers serve a critical role in shaping attitudes and behaviors of future generations of physicians. Role modeling can be effectively used to teach challenging clinical skills such as verbal and nonverbal communication, humanism, professionalism, and teamwork.1 Role modeling may also be the most effective and efficient learning method in busy clinical environments or when a patient care task is beyond the learner’s current clinical abilities.5 A learner’s observations of the clinician teacher’s behaviors may influence his or her professional development and career decisions.5,6 Unfortunately, not all experiences are positive. Learners commonly witness unprofessional behavior and report difficulty identifying positive role models.7 Furthermore, learners may perceive observation experiences as “shadowing” and may subscribe less value to these opportunities than seeing patients independently. A clinical teacher’s ability to role model effectively and explicitly can significantly enhance the learner experience and his or her development into a clinician.

TOOLS AND TIPS

In this article from the Council on Medical Students in Pediatrics series on great clinical teachers, we offer specific strategies for transforming role modeling into SUPERmodeling. The SUPER mnemonic (increasing self-awareness, helping the unconscious become conscious, plan debriefing, and encourage reflection) provides clinical teachers with a toolbox to enhance role modeling strategies. These strategies are summarized in Fig 1. To demonstrate each, we will provide illustrative examples through the following clinical teacher-learner dyad: Dr Paul is a busy community-based pediatrician. She is an excellent clinician continuously seeking ways to improve her teaching. Dr Paul decides to focus on developing her role modeling skills in various clinical encounters with
a third-year medical student by the name of Taylor who is coming to her office for the next month.

**Self-awareness**

Extraordinary role modeling begins by increasing the clinical teacher’s self-awareness of their influence on learners.\(^1\) Clinician teachers continuously model behaviors and must therefore recognize their influence on learner behaviors in all circumstances. An increased self-awareness can prompt clinical teachers to anticipate and identify clinical scenarios to incorporate role modeling into practice and to identify specific objectives from each patient encounter.\(^2\) Discussing this responsibility with learners can help hold clinical teachers accountable for their actions and heighten their own awareness of their impact on learners.

*Illustrative Example:* Previous learners have praised Dr Paul’s ability to navigate challenging patient conversations. As a result, she is more mindful of clinical scenarios a learner may view as challenging. She identifies vaccine-hesitant families, concerns for child abuse, and situations of medical uncertainty as potential role modeling opportunities. On the first day of the rotation, Dr Paul relays to Taylor there will be opportunities to see patients directly and observe Dr Paul’s bedside manner. She describes the benefits of both experiences.

**Unconscious Becomes Conscious**

The impact of learning through role modeling is dependent on the learner’s awareness, engagement, and accurate assessment of the observed behavior.\(^2,9\) On occasion, a learner may unconsciously incorporate an observed behavior without fully understanding the clinical teacher’s intent.\(^2,10\) This may result in the learner modifying his or her practice in a way that is detrimental. Therefore, addressing unconscious elements of learning in role modeling is essential to ensure learners thoughtfully include or exclude observed behaviors into their own practice. Clinical teachers can do this by preparing the learner in advance for what they will observe and how the clinician plans to navigate the situation.

*Illustrative Example:* The mother of a 12-month-old patient well known to Dr Paul is hesitant about vaccination. The patient is...
scheduled for a routine follow-up with Dr Paul. Dr Paul takes a moment to recall how challenging such encounters can be for a new clinician and identifies this interaction as a good opportunity for Taylor to observe. After sharing the background perspective, Dr Paul presents her planned approach to navigate today’s discussion and her rationale behind this approach. She asks Taylor to actively observe and create his own perspective on how the encounter goes.

**Plan Debriefing**

Because role modeling is often viewed as a passive process, an intentional debrief is not generally considered a core component of this teaching method.\(^1\) This is grounded in the assumption that learners will accurately recognize the rationale behind a clinical teacher’s behavior. However, this approach is susceptible to misinterpretation, particularly during difficult encounters. In situations such as these, role modeling may be enhanced by incorporating a more explicit and planned debrief. The purpose of a planned debrief is for the clinical teacher to discuss why they used a certain behavior or particular language and to address the learner’s reaction.\(^2\) Clinical teachers may highlight the motivation for a behavior by including previous experiences and why they favor the observed approach.

**Illustrative Example**

Dr Paul debriefs with Taylor after their previous patient encounter. She asks Taylor to describe observations from the interaction between Dr Paul and the mother. Taylor articulates observations regarding verbal and nonverbal communication and mentions being surprised Dr Paul was not more assertive regarding the need to vaccinate the infant. Dr Paul shares her perspective on the value of building a therapeutic relationship with families in hopes that, over time, she would be able to change the mother’s perspective on vaccines.

**Encourage Reflection**

Reflection on part of both the clinical teacher and learner helps reveal the implicit benefits of role modeling.\(^3\) Before patient encounters, clinical teachers can encourage learners to not just adapt or abstain from clinical behaviors they witness but to explore their own reactions and reasons for imitating certain clinical behaviors. The clinician can take the lead on demonstrating reflection by readily admitting shortcomings and/or clinical uncertainty to reinforce a learning environment conducive to self-reflection. Engaging learners in such conversations can promote the need for self-reflection throughout a career.

**Illustrative Example**

Two days ago, a patient Dr Paul had referred for subspecialty evaluation returned to her clinic. Dr Paul was disappointed in the evaluation the subspecialist provided and voiced her displeasure to Taylor. Today, Dr Paul intentionally sat down with Taylor to acknowledge that she had been impatient the previous afternoon and had wanted to advocate for her patient, not disrespect the subspecialist. She expressed regret to the learner in the way she talked about the subspecialist. She asked how Taylor might have done things differently in his own practice in the future.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Role modeling is a powerful teaching strategy. Clinician teachers can make role modeling SUPERmodeling through incorporating the various teaching components of increasing self-awareness, making the unconscious more conscious, plan debriefing, and encourage reflection. Ideally, all 4 role modeling teaching strategies can be used in a given clinical encounter; however, even in isolation, the use of any of these strategies can enhance a clinical teacher’s ability to role model.

**ABBREVIATION**

SUPER: increasing self-awareness, helping the unconscious become conscious, plan debriefing, and encourage reflection
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